
Blending modern structure and materials, such as solid metal and bolts, with contemporary
construction techniques and cutting-edge surfaces, the EIFFEL table features a
characterful, urban aesthetic that fits in perfectly with open-plan or loft living while
providing a striking contrast to classical interiors.

The EIFFEL table shares more than just its name with the famous Parisian monument, but
also its sturdy structure and open-lattice metalwork that ensure its reliable support and
stability. On the other hand, the lattice design used for legs compensates for the robustness
of the frame, lending visual lightness to the table. Its legs are provided with hidden wheels
for easy mobility and handling.

EIFFEL | Hints of Modernist charm
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Designer: Rafa Cambra
Typology: ceramic top table
Year: 2018
Materials:
▪ Top: ceramic (27 finishes) & Fenix NTM (4 finishes)
▪ Structure: solid metal (16 epoxy colours)
Extension: sliding leg extension system (up to 1.20 m)
Sizes: 180X200/120; 200X100/120; 220X100/120; 
250X100/120; 140X140

Rediscover how to live your table. Now in its second
generation, the Rioja-based DISCALSA has found a way to
give a new life to tables. Combining state-of-the-art
technology, design and a long-experienced artisanal
conception of work, they have developed a whole new line of
tables that feature a perfect balance between high
performances and luxurious materials, responding totally to
modern lifestyles in terms of functionality and versatility. All
models are customizable in dimensions and finishes and are
offered with fine ceramic or Fenix NTM tops.
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Made of solid metal, EIFFEL is offered in 16 different epoxy colours to match or
create contrasts with tops and the overall look of ambiences. As in all models of
DISCALSA´s collection, tops are offered in 27 different ceramic finishes that imitate
marble, natural stones or cement, amongst many others. They are also offered
with the high-tech Fenix NTM surfaces.

Available in a fixed or extendable version, the table is offered in 7 different
dimensions. It extends up to 1.20 m to comfortably seat 14 people.
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